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Abstract 
Rupert, C.P., Which Kleene semigroups are finite? (Note), Theoretical Computer Science 84 
(1991) 251-264. 
The set of idempotents in any given B-class of a Kleene semigroup is rational. We use Simon’s 
Theorem to obtain some finitude results. 
Introduction 
A Kleene semigroup is a semigroup in which the rational and recognizable subsets 
coincide. Motivated by the central role of Kleene’s Theorem in the theory of finite 
machines, various authors have studied these semigroups [9-131. 
Every finite semigroup is Kleene but the converse fails. Which Kleene semigroups 
are finite? To attack this question with Simon’s Theorem [14], which relates a 
semigroup’s finitude to a property of its idempotents, we prove that the set of 
idempotents contained in any 5!B-class of a Kleene semigroup is rational. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 reviews basic notions of formal 
language theory, Section 2 discusses Simon’s Theorem, and Section 3 recalls notions 
of semigroup theory. The main result appears in Section 4; applications follow in 
Section 5. We include some results (notably McKnight’s Theorem, Corollary 2, 
Lemma 6, and Lemma 8) to aid readers wanting to study in more detail the 
effectiveness remarks of Section 6. 
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A certain familiarity with rational and recognizable sets ([l] or [4]) and exposure 
to semigroups ([3] or [7]) might help the reader. 
1. Recognizable and rational sets 
A semigroup is a nonempty set S with an associative binary composition. The 
notions of congruence, quotient, and morphism are defined by universal algebra. 
A subset L of a semigroup S is saturated by a congruence = if L is a union of 
equivalence classes of =. There always exists a unique maximal congruence (denoted 
=L) saturating L; this is the syntactic congruence of L and satisfies 
xELy iff VuVvuxvELeuyvEL. 
The syntactic semigroup and morphism of L are the quotient S, := S/= L and 
canonical morphism +L of S on SL. A subset L of S is recognizable if SL is finite. 
For subsets L, and L2 of a semigroup S, the union L, u L, is the set-theoretic 
union, the product L, LZ is {A,hz: Ai E Li}, and the (Kleene) plus ( Ll)+ is the 
subsemigroup of S generated by L, . A rational subset L of S is a subset built from 
finite subsets of S by finite iteration of union, product, and plus. 
A semigroup S is called Kleene if its rational and recognizable subsets coincide. 
We recall the following results. 
McKnight’s Theorem (Berstel [I]). Zf S is a jinitely-generated semigroup, then every 
recognizable subset of S is rational. 
P-‘Q denotes the set {x: 3p E Ppx E Q}; PQ-’ is defined similarly; and P’QR-’ 
denotes {x: 3p E P 3r E Rpxr E Q}. 
Lemma 1 (Eilenberg [4]). If P, Q and R are recognizable subsets of the semigroup S, 
then the complement S\P, intersection P n Q and quotient sets P-‘Q, PQ-‘, P-’ QR-’ 
are also recognizable. 
2. Simon’s Theorem 
An idempotent of a semigroup S is an element e = e2; an element s E S is periodic 
if s+ is finite; the semigroup S is periodic if every s E S is periodic. 
Simon’s Theorem (Simon [14]). A finitely generated semigroup S is jinite iff there 
exists some n > 0 such that, for every sequence sl, s2, . . . , s, of elements of S, there 
exist 1 s i < j G n with sis,+, . . . s, idempotent. 
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Simon’s Theorem implies the next result. 
Corollary 1. A semigroup S is finite ifl S is finitely-generated and periodic and has 
recognizable set of idempotents E(S). 
Proof. One direction is obvious, so suppose S is finitely-generated and periodic 
with recognizable set of idempotents E = E(S). In any case, 4E (E) c E (S,), where 
E( S,) denotes the set of idempotents of SE. If +E (x) E E(S,), then for some n > 0, 
x” E E by periodicity; clearly 4E. (x”) = 4E (x), and as Ker( +E) saturates E, we have 
x E E. Thus E(S,) = 4E (E). Since S, is finite, there exists (by Simon’s Theorem) 
an integer n > 0 such that every sequence t,, tZ, . . . , t, in S, has a subsequence with 
tit,+, . . . t,sE(S,). Given any sequence s1,s2,...,s, in S, form ti:=4)E(si) in S,. 
Some 4JZ(SjSi+l . . . sj)~E(SE) and because E(S,)=+,(E), sisi+,...sj~E. So by 
Simon’s Theorem, S is finite. 0 
We also note the following fact. 
Corollary 2. If S is a semigroup with recognizable set of idempotents E(S), then the 
set of periodic elements of S is also recognizable. 
3. Semigroup theory 
If S is any semigroup, S’ denotes the monoid obtained from S by adjoining an 
identity, if S does not already have an identity; otherwise, S’ denotes S itself. 
Lemma 2. If the semigroup S is Kleene then so is S’. 
We abuse notation by writing S’X and XS’ as abbreviations for SX u X and 
XS u X, even if S does not have a unit. 
Green’s relations 3, 2, x, 9 and 2 are defined as follows: 
u % v iff US’ = vS’; u.Zv iff S’u=S’v; 
u%Yv iff uL%?vanduZv; 
u 9 v iff there exists x with u 9x and x .9? v; and 
u 4 v iff S’uS’ = S’vS’. 
These are equivalence relations. For a Green’s relation Z and an element u, k%?‘(u) 
denotes the Green’s class {v E S: v gu}. 
Lemma 3 (Clifford, Preston [3]). The following conditions are equivalent in a semi- 
group : 
(1) abE%(a)nZ(b); 
(2) The X-class .?I? (b) n Z’(a) contains an idempotent; and 
(3) The X-class C@(b) n Z(a) is a group. 
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Lemma 4 (Rupert [ 121). If S is a Kleene semigroup, then each ~-class is finite. 
Moreover, S is stable, that is, 
VuVv (u9uv~u~uv) and (v4uv~v~uv). 
Example 1. Not every Green’s class of a Kleene semigroup need be finite. Consider 
the Kleene semigroup 
(a, P, 7: 43 = P2 = P, aY = F, Pr = rP, Y3 = r). 
The class %(Pr) = 9(py), represented by (/3 u pa+)( yu y2), is infinite. 
Lemma 5. 9 = 4 in a Kleene semigroup. 
Proof. Stability implies that 9 = 4 [7]. q 
Lemma 6. If S is a Kleene semigroup, then, for each Green’s relation B?, the set E(u) 
is recognizable. 
Proof. Recognizability of .9-classes follows from the fact that 
9(u) = S’uS’n (S’)_‘u(S’)_‘; 
similar calculations work for B, 2 and Z. 0 
We write u I v when uvu = u and vuv = v; u is regular if there exists some v such 
that u I v; 9(u) is regular if 9(u) contains a regular element. 
Lemma 7 (Clifford, Preston [3]). If u is an element of the semigroup S, then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) u is regular; 
(2) 9(u) is regular; 
(3) every element of 9(u) is regular; and 
(4) B(u) contains an idempotent. 
Lemma 8. If u is an element of the Kleene semigroup S, then the set {v: u J_ v} is 
recognizable. 
Proof. Observe that {v: v I u} is (up’uu-‘)u(u-‘uu-‘) [3], which is recog- 
nizable. 0 
The periodic elements of a Kleene semigroup can be characterized by regularity 
notions. 
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Lemma 9. An element s of a Kleene semigroup S is periodic tfl all but finitely many 
powers s* of s are regular. 
Proof. If s is periodic, then some s” = sntm so that the elements sp (p 2 n) all 
belong to the finite group %‘(s”); thus, all but finitely many powers of s are regular. 
For the converse, vary the argument for Lallement’s Lemma. Suppose that sp is 
regular for all p 2 n and consider the syntactic morphism &+: S + S,+. The syntactic 
semigroup S,+ is finite (since st is recognizable); consequently, there exists some 
q 2 n such that &+(s”) is idempotent. Then szq is regular, so pick t I s2q. Now 
#G+(s4ts9) = 4,+(s%+(t)45+(sY) = ~F+(s2”)4,+(t)4s+(s2q) 
= C$,+(s2”ts2”) = &+(P), 
so sYtsq E s+; furthermore, 
(SqtSq)2 = P( ts29)P = sqtsq 
so sqtsq is idempotent; thus, st is finite and s is periodic. 0 
A semigroup S is regular if its elements are all regular. 
Corollary 3. A regular Kleene semigroup is periodic. 
4. The idempotents in a g-class 
We now prove our main result, using the following fact: 
Mezei’s Theorem (Eilenberg [4]). Let S and T be monoids. Then a subset R ofS x T 
is recognizable iff R is a finite union of products U, x V, where each LJ, is recognizable 
in S and each Vi is recognizable in T. 
Theorem 1. If S is a Kleene semigroup, then the set of idempotents in any &B-class J 
of S is recognizable. 
Proof. The 9-class of S’ (with the exception of the possibly-adjoined identity) 
coincide with the 9-classes of S; hence it suffices to work in S’ and we must show, 
for each 9-class J of S’, that the set of idempotents in J is recognizable. Decide 
whether J is regular: if not, then J contains no idempotents; otherwise, take any 
p E J, construct some q I p, and put e := pq; then 
S’eS’ = S’pqS’ c S’pS’ = S’pqpS’ c S’pqS’ = S’eS’ 
(so e E J) and e2 = (pqp)q =pq = e (so e is idempotent). Define 
A(e) := e( S’e))’ n es’; B(e) := (es’)-‘e n S’e. 
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Then A(e) and B(e) are recognizable. We shall see that 
A(e)={u:gvulv and uv=e}. 
Indeed, if there exists some v with uvu = u, vuv = v and uv = e, then eu = uvu = u 
(thus u E es’) and ve = vuv = v (thus v E S’e and u E e(S’e))‘), so that 
{u:3vu_Lvanduv=e}~A(e); 
if conversely u E A(e), then eu = u (because u E eS’) and there exists v satisfying 
ve = v and uv = e (because u E e(S’e))‘), and consequently uvu = eu = u and vuv = 
ve = v, so that 
A(e)c{u: 3vul vand uv=e}. 
An entirely similar argument shows that 
B(e)={u:3vul vandvu=e}. 
Let K denote the intersection = a(e) n = s(e) n = e; and let rr denote the canonical 
surjection S’ + S’/K. This induces a morphism 
(5T, ?T):S’xS1+S1/KXS1,/K 
from S’ x S’ to the finite monoid S’/ K x S’/ K. The set 
C(e):= (r, rr)l{((~, p): LYE rA(e), p E n-B(e) and cup = r(e)} 
is recognizable; therefore, by Mezei’s Theorem, C(e) is a finite union of sets Pi x Qi, 
where Pi and Qi are recognizable subsets of S’. As S’ is Kleene, each product QiPi 
is again recognizable; hence also the set 
F(e):={vu: (u, v)EC(e)} 
is recognizable, being a finite union of such products. Now, 
C(e)={(u,v): (rr(u),~(v))~~A(e)~~B(e)andrr(uv)=~(e)} 
and K simultaneously refines each of the syntactic congruences =A(e), ‘B(e) and 
z~; hence 
C(e) ={(u, v): u E A(e) and VE B(e) and uv = e}, 
and consequently 
F(e) = {x: 3u E A(e) 3v E B(e) x = vu and uv = e}. 
We shall see that 
F(e) = {x: x E J and x = x2}. 
IffE F(e), then there exist u E A(e) (so eu = u) and v E B(e) with uv = e and vu =f; 
then f’ = v(uv)u = veu = vu =f, and moreover 
s’uvs’ = s’uvuvs’ c s’vus’ = s’vuvus’ c s’uvs’, 
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so e = uv 9 vu = f and also 
F(e) c {x: x E J and x = x2}. 
Suppose conversely that f=f'E.T. Choose any x~%(e)n.T(f) and y~S(f)n 
Y'(e). Then e E 6%!(x) n 2'(y) and f E B(y) n A'(x). Thus, xy belongs to the group 
X(e) = 9?(x) n Z'(y) and yx to the group X(f) = .9?(y) n T(x) (Lemma 3); these 
groups are finite (Lemma 4); so there exists an integer n > 0 such that (xy)” = e and 
(yx)” =f: Consequently, xf = ex and ye = fy. Define 
u:= exf and v:=( fye- exf)"-' .fye. 
It suffices to establish that u E A(e), v E B(e), uv = e and vu =f: Now, u E es’ is 
clear, and also 
exf(fye. exf)"-'fye=(exf*fye)"=(exye)"=(xy)"=e 
as e is the identity on 95!(x) n Z’(y); therefore u E e(S’e)-’ (thus u E A(e)) and 
uv = e. Similarly, v E S’e is clear and 
(fye- exf)"-' *fye* exf=S, 
so v E (es')-'e (thus v E B(e)) and also vu =$ So f E F(e). Thus, 
F(e) = {x: x E J and x = x2}, 
concluding the proof. 0 
Example 2. A Green’s class of a Kleene semigroup can contain infinitely many 
idempotents, and not every element of such a class need be idempotent. 
Consider again, for example, the class 9(py) of the semigroup in Example 1; 
9(@y) has the stated properties. Thus, the theorem is not entirely trivial and is not 
an obvious consequence of Lemma 6. 
5. Applications 
We consider applications of Theorem 1. 
Application 1. An equidivisible Kleene semigroup has recognizable set of idempotents. 
Thus, such a semigroup is finite ifl it is periodic. 
Explanation. A semigroup S is equidivisible if it satisfies the implication 
ab=cd j 3tES1(at=candtd=b)or(ct=aandtb=d). 
Fix a finite generating set r for the Kleene semigroup S, and let J be any regular 
&B-class of S. If we show that 
UVEJ =3 uEJorvEJ. 
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then it follows by induction that r intersects J, whence that S can have but finitely 
many regular 9-classes, so that finally the set E(S) of idempotents must be recogni- 
zable by Theorem 1. So suppose uu E J. Since J is regular, there is an idempotent 
e E J with uv 22 e. Pick p E S’, q E S’ with uvp = e and eq = uv. After replacing q by 
eq, we may assume q = eq. Use equidivisibility on the equality eq = uv. Then either 
(i) 3s~S’ u.s=e and sq=v, or 
(ii) 3t~S’ et=u and tv=q. 
If (i) holds, then v = sq = seq E S’eS’ and e E S’vS’, so that v 9 e and v E J; if 
(ii),then u=etEeS’, e=uvpEuS’so u%e and ucJ. 0 
Recall that a band is a semigroup whose elements are all idempotent; that a band 
congruence = on a semigroup S is a congruence such that S/E is a band; that a 
component of a band congruence is an equivalence class of the congruence; 
and that a semigroup S is a band of semigroups of type Y if S admits a band 
congruence = every component of which is a semigroup of type 9. 
Lemma 10. A band congruence on a Kleene semigroup has only finitely many com- 
ponen ts. 
Proof. Kleene semigroups are finitely generated and Simon’s Theorem implies that 
a finitely generated band is finite. ci 
Application 2. A Kleene semigroup S which is a band of left-cancellative semigroups 
has recognizable set of idempotents. Thus, such a semigroup is finite iff it is periodic. 
Explanation. A semigroup T is left-cancellative if it satisfies the implication xy = 
xz + y = z. The idempotents of a left-cancellative semigroup T are all 9-related; 
for if e is an idempotent, then from ex = e’x follows x = ex; thus, if f is another 
idempotent, we have f = ef and e = fe so 
T’eT’ = T’feT’ c T’f T’ = T’ef T’ c T’eT’ 
whence e9af: 
Fix a band congruence (on the Kleene semigroup S) with left-cancellative com- 
ponents. If e and f are idempotents in the component T, then we have 
eE T’fT’c S’fS’ and f~ T’eT’ c S’eS’ 
which implies that 
S’eS’ c S’S’fS’S’ = S’fS’ and S’fS’ c S’S’eS’S’ = S’eS’, 
showing that e and f are $-related (hence s-related by Lemma 5) in S. Since there 
are only finitely many components, S has only finitely many regular 2%classes and 
hence has recognizable set of idempotents. 0 
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Application 3. A Kleene semigroup S which is a band of Archimedean semigroups has 
recognizable set of idempotents. Thus, such a semigroup is finite i$f it is periodic. 
Explanation. A semigroup T is Archimedean if every element divides some power 
of every other element, that is, if 
VxVy3p>03q>OxpE TyT and yq~ TxT. 
The idempotents of an Archimedean semigroup T are all 9-related; for if e and f 
are idempotents, then 
e = ep E TfTc T’fT’ and f =fqE TeTc T’eT’ 
for some p > 0 and q > 0, so T’eT’ = T’f T’. 
Fix a band congruence (on the Kleene semigroup S) with Archimedean com- 
ponents. If e and f are idempotents in the component T, then (as in Application 
2) e and f are a-related in S. There are finitely many components, so S has 
recognizable set of idempotents. 0 
Example 3. A Kleene semigroup S may admit a band congruence with left-cancella- 
tive Archimedean components, one of which is infinite periodic. 
Consider the Kleene semigroup 
S=(cy,P: Lyp=p=p2); 
then the equivalence relation induced by the partition {a+, S\a+} is a band con- 
gruence. 
The component LY + is free (hence left-cancellative) and cyclic (hence Archi- 
medean). 
The component S\(Y+, represented by p v /~CZ +, is infinite and satisfies the multi- 
plicative identity xy = y. So every element of this component is idempotent. The 
component is also left-cancellative, for xy = xz implies that y = xy = xz = z. Similarly, 
this component is Archimedean. 
Application 4. A Kleene semigroup S which is a band of nil semigroups is$nite. 
Explanation. A zero for a semigroup T is an element z satisfying zT = Tz = z; a 
semigroup T with zero z is nil if 
VtE T3n>O t”=z. 
Since a nil semigroup is periodic and Archimedean, the result follows from Applica- 
tion 3. 0 
Example 4. A Kleene semigroup S may admit a band congruence with an infinite 
nil component. 
Consider the Kleene semigroup 
s = ((Y, p: ffp = pa, a2p = a’p’ = a’p). 
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The equivalence relation induced by the partition {(Y+, p+, S\( (Y+ u p’)} is actually 
a band congruence; the component S\( CX+U /3’), represented by IX’/? u a/3+, is nil 
with zero element a*P and infinite. 
We also use the next consequence of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 4. A semigroup S is jinite iff S is Kleene and has jinitely many LB-classes. 
Proof. One direction is obvious. So suppose that S is Kleene and has finitely many 
$&classes; then S has only finitely many regular g-classes and hence has recognizable 
set of idempotents. It thus suffices to show that S is periodic. 
For an arbitrary element u of S, pigeon-holing produces powers urn and urn+” in 
the same g-class. By stability, urn and urn+” lie in the same %-class and also in the 
same Z-class. Since 9? is a left-congruence, umtk 9 u”‘+“+~ for each k 2 0; hence 
urn 92 u”‘+~ for each k 2 0. Working similarly with the right-congruence 2, we see 
that all the powers umwk (k 2 0) lie in one finite X-class of S and conclude that u 
is periodic. Hence S must be finite by Corollary 1. 0 
Stronger versions of Corollary 4 can be deduced directly from Hotzel’s results [6]. 
Application 5. A Kleene semigroup S which is a band of simple semigroups is$nite. 
Explanation. A semigroup T is simple if T has exactly one $-class. Fix a band 
congruence (on the Kleene semigroup S) with simple components. If x and y belong 
to the same component T of S, then 
x E T’yT’ c S’yS’ and y E T’xT’ c S’xS’, 
so x and y belong to the same 9-class of S. Hence, S has only finitely many 
9-classes and is finite by Corollary 4. q 
Example 5. A Kleene semigroup may admit a band congruence with an infinite 
simple component. 
Consider again the Kleene semigroup of Example 3 with the already-given band 
congruence: the multiplicative identity xy = y on the component S\cu+ implies that 
this component is simple. 
Recall that an ideal in a semigroup S is a subset I such that S’IS’ c 1. The Rees 
congruence of I is the congruence for which I is one equivalence class and every 
other equivalence class is a singleton, and the Rees quotient S/I is the quotient of 
S by the Rees congruence. 
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Lemma 11 (Pelletier [9]). The Rees quotient ofa Kleene semigroup by a rational ideal 
is again Kleene. 
Application 6. An Archimedean Kleene semigroup S is finite ifl S contains an idem- 
potent. 
Explanation. One direction is obvious, so suppose e is an idempotent in S. If x 
belongs to an ideal I in S, then (because S is Archimedean) e = ep E SxSc I. Thus 
(containing e), the intersection 1, of all ideals in S is nonempty. As I,, is the minimal 
ideal of S, we have S’eS’ = IO. In particular, IO is rational, so the Rees quotient 
S/I, is Kleene by Lemma 11. S/IO is also nil: for if x E S, we have some x” E SeS c l,, 
(again because S is Archimedean). So S/I, is finite by Application 4, whence S/I, 
has only finitely many g-classes. But 1, is a g-class of S, and every other 5@-class 
of S is just a B-class of S/I,,; hence, S is finite by Corollary 4. 0 
Finitude theorems may have structural consequences; the next result shows that 
any infinite Green’s class must lie deep inside a Kleene semigroup. 
Corollary 5. Let S be a Kleene semigroup and let s be an element of S. If the 
set {S’uS’: s E S’uS’} of principal ideals containing s is finite, then so is the set 
{u: s E S’uS’} of divisors of s. 
Proof. Suppose that {S’uS’: s E S’uS’} is finite and consider the set W(s) := 
{u: s&S’uS’}.Then W(s)isanideal:ifq~ W(s)and(forexample)somepqr& W(s) 
then s E S’pqrS’c S’qS’, a contradiction; the other cases are handled similarly. 
Moreover, W(s) = S\(S’)-‘s(S’))’ and is consequently rational. Thus, the Rees 
quotient S/ W(s) is Kleene. Now S/ W(s) has only finitely many s-classes, for (by 
hypothesis) the set of elements {u: s E S’uS’} represents only finitely many and the 
set W(s) represents one more. Thus, according to Corollary 4, S/ W(s) must be 
finite; so the set (S’)-‘s(S’)-’ = {u: s E S’uS’} of divisors of s must also be finite. 0 
We end this section with three conjectures, particular cases of which were verified 
above. 
Conjecture 1. The set E(S) of idempotents in a Kleene semigroup S is rational. 
Conjecture 2. A periodic Kleene semigroup is finite. 
Conjecture 3. Every regular Kleene semigroup is finite. 
By Corollary 3, Conjecture 3 specializes Conjecture 2, which itself follows from 
Conjecture 1 and Corollary 1. 
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Conjecture 3 is true for any completely regular Kleene semigroup; in other words, 
a Kleene semigroup which is a union of its subgroups is finite; this follows from 
Application 5 and Clifford’s characterization of completely regular semigroups [3]. 
Our applications shed no further light on the subject, since a regular Kleene 
semigroup which is equidivisible or a band of Archimedean or of left-cancellative 
semigroups is already completely regular, as is any finite semigroup which is 
equidivisible or a band of left-cancellative semigroups. 
6. Further remarks 
Regarding Simon’s Theorem as a constructive result, we informally discuss both 
effectiveness of proofs and also decision procedures implied by some results. 
We now accept as rational only those sets which are given by explicit rational 
expressions, and as recognizable only those recognizable sets whose syntactic semi- 
groups and morphisms we can actually compute. In this context, a Kleene semigroup 
becomes a semigroup S equipped with a definite finite generating set, together with 
a finite routine which produces, for each rational subset R of S, a congruence of 
finite index saturating R. 
With these assumptions, given a recognizable subsets P and Q of a finitely 
generated semigroup S, and any element u E S, we can decide if P = 0, if P c Q, if 
P = Q, and if u E P; so the word problem is decidable in Kleene semigroups and 
we can decide if a given element is idempotent. By Corollaries 1 and 2, we can 
decide if a finitely generated semigroup with recognizable set of idempotents is 
finite by testing its periodicity, and by Lemma 8 we can decide if a 5%~class 9(u) 
of a Kleene semigroup is regular by testing the nonemptiness of {v E S: u _L v}. 
The results in Section 3 are effective, so Theorem 1 enables us to construct a 
rational expression for the set of idempotents in any given 9-class of a Kleene 
semigroup and to compute the syntactic congruence of this set. Thus, if a Kleene 
semigroup S has only finitely many regular 9-classes, all of which we can locate, 
then we can decide if S is finite. So by Application 1 we can decide if an equidivisible 
Kleene semigroup is finite, since every regular 9-class intersects the generating set. 
The following might be less obvious. 
Remark on Application 2. If S is a Kleene semigroup which is a band of left-cancellative 
semigroups, then we can decide whether S is finite. 
Explanation. Suppose there is a band congruence = on S with left-cancellative 
components Ti. We note that an element x E S is periodic iff x+c Z’(x), for if x is 
periodic, the left-cancellativity of the component of x implies x” = x for some n > 0, 
so xt c X’(x); conversely, the inclusion x+ c Z(x) implies that x is periodic since 
Z(x) is finite by Lemma 5. Note that we can find a finite subset R of S intersecting 
each Ti: If r : Xt + S is any morphism from a finitely generated free semigroup 
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onto S, the composite X+ + S/ = factors through Z+ + X’/ = where = is the coarsest 
band congruence on -X+; the semigroup -X+/E is finite by Lemma 10 (an explicit 
construction of .X+/z appears in [5]). Let L be a set of representatives for the 
--classes; then R := v(L) has the desired property. 
For each x E R, test the inclusion x+ c R(x). If any inclusion fails then S is not 
periodic and hence is infinite. If all the inclusions hold, then each xf is finite, so 
by enumerating enough elements of each x+ we can find at least one idempotent 
in each component T,; this locates the regular 6%~classes of S (of which there are 
but finitely many); constructing first the set of idempotents, and then the set of 
periodic elements, we can decide if S is finite. 0 
There is an important difference between Applications 1 and 2 and Application 
3: the idempotents of equidivisible or left-cancellative semigroups always lie near 
the generators, but idempotents can be buried deep inside Archimedean semigroups. 
In fact, we probably cannot explicitly compute a rational expression for the set of 
idempotents in an arbitrary Archimedean Kleene semigroup. 
To see this, consider the following heuristic argument. Fix any universal Turing 
machine JII and introduce semigroups S’ (one for each tape T of A) as quotients 
Q+/=~ of a free cyclic semigroup (Y+ by the congruence s7 defined as follows: If 
4 running on r halts at step n, then am+‘(“!) cT CX”‘+~(“!) for each jz0, ka0 and 
m 2 n. Being cyclic, the semigroups S’ are Archimedean and each contains at most 
one idempotent. Moreover, these semigroups are Kleene in a strictly constructive 
sense: We can produce a rational expression for each recognizable subset of S’ and 
can compute the syntactic semigroup and morphism of any given rational subset R 
of S’; we omit the long and unilluminating proof of this fact. A uniform algorithm 
producing a rational expression for each set of idempotents E( S’) would solve the 
halting problem for Turing machines, which is impossible. Hence there is no 
constructive proof that the set of idempotents in an Archimedean Kleene semigroup 
is rational. 
The same argument suggests that we will never find an entirely effective proof of 
Conjecture 1, even if the conjecture is true. 
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